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Abstract

This report analyses the turnkey systems market in Westem Europe and

its growth potential over the period 1989-1994.

INPUT defines the turnkey delivery mode as those total solutions com-

prising equipment and standard software which are sold and supported by

a single vendor. In many instances, vendors also provide a limited

amount of customization to meet the specific needs of clients.

INPUT'S report covers the complete spectrum of turnkey systems sold by

both equipment vendors and independent value-added resellers (VARs)

who take title to the equipment in selling and supporting their systems.

Independent software developers often compete directly with turnkey

systems vendors by selling their software products and professional

services as a package, but without taking tide to the equipment. The

report also discusses this alternative delivery mode for VARs.

A number of key issues are affecting the turnkey market—the growing

significance of UNIX, the effect of declining equipment prices, and the

evolution of a pan-European market during the 1990s. The report looks

at what impact these issues will have on turnkey systems and, in particu-

lar, how they might separately affect the attitudes of equipment vendors

and VARs to the turnkey delivery mode.

Leading turnkey vendors are identified, not just for the overall Westem

European market, but also for the major country markets—West Ger-

many, the U.K., France and Italy. Profiles of four major turnkey vendors

are used to illustrate different vendor development strategies.

Recommendations are made to vendors seeking to develop turnkey

systems for the 1990s. In addition, specific sales skills are identified for

the European market.
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Research Summary

This Research Summary provides a precis of the contents of INPUT'S

Turnkey Systems Opportunities—Western Europe, 1989-1994 report, part

of input's international market analysis programme for Europe.

Introduction "Total solutions" is one of the in phrases around the European market

today. Equipment vendors are increasingly being forced to accept that

the market does not want just boxes, it wants solutions. Independent

software vendors, also, see that clients want a "partner" to provide them

with solutions, rather than modules of software and separate professional

services.

For PC and minicomputer systems, many vendors have developed stan-

dard total solutions that they sell with customization and support services.

Within this highly active packaged total solutions market, the report

looks at turnkey systems, that part of the computer software and services

market in which standard total solutions are delivered and supported by a

single vendor. Its growth over the period 1989 to 1994 is illustrated by

Exhibit A.

The main objectives of this report are to:

• Create a clear picture of the current structure of the European turnkey

market within the overall packaged total solutions market by different

types of vendor

• Understand the major forces affecting the turnkey market and how they

could change this market over the next few years

• Identify the major vendors in the turnkey market and estimate the

overall size of the market and its growth potential through 1994

• Evaluate the current attitudes of vendors and end users towards turnkey

systems

STWE e 1989 by INPUT. Reproduction Prohibited. 1
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EXHIBIT A

Western European Turnkey Market

by Vendor Type, 1989-1994
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• Identify the major national differences in attitude towards turnkey

systems in Europe

• Recommend possible strategies for equipment vendors and independ-

ent software vendors for the turnkey market of the 1990s

For any turnkey vendor, whether equipment vendor or independent

software vendor, Turnkey Systems Opportunities—Western Europe,

1989-1994 is an essential strategic report setting the scene on the 1990s.

The Changing Market There will be a number of major issues facing European turnkey vendors

over the next few years:

The increasing demand from users for total solutions

Continuing downward pressure on equipment prices and margins

2 © 1989 by INPUT. Reproduction Prohibited. STWE
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• Greater competition to minicomputers from PCs and workstations

• The move to open systems, notably UNIX

• The problems of how to maintain control over the direct marketing

channel to end users

• The gradual evolution of a pan-European market

The report looks at these key issues from the viewpoint of both the

vendor and the end user. It investigates how different types of vendors

and users are likely to react to these issues, and what actions key vendors

have already taken in preparation for the 1990s. Exhibit B lists the key

trends seen by INPUT in the European turnkey market.

EXHIBIT B
Key Trends in the European Turnkey Market

Continuing pressure on Equipment prices

Dilemma for equipment vendors trying to maintain

profits and control over end-users

European equipment vendors trying to become more

pan-European

Larger vendors, both equipment and independents

looking to expand their European coverage through

acquisition

Gradual evolution of an pan-European market

Growth of UNIX

The effect of some of these factors can already be clearly seen in the

market. Certain equipment vendors using turnkey systems as their

principal delivery mode have had major financial problems in recent

years—notably Nixdorf and Norsk Data. The reports looks at why

companies have had these problems and whether they will continue to do

so into the 1990s.

UNIX is seen by many vendors as a great opportunity. However, it has

limitations. Both the problems and the opportunities of UNIX for the

STWE e 1989 by INPUT. Reproduction Prohibited. 3
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turnkey market are discussed. The research identifies significant vari-

ations in attitudes towards UNIX in Europe between vendors and users

and between the different country markets.

The gradual evolution of a pan-European market, stimulated by the EC
and its Single European Market Initiative (1992), will not have a major

effect in the early 1990s for the turnkey market. However as the EC
gradually breaks down the traditional fiscal, physical and social barriers

within Europe, the opportunity to offer more widely distributed turnkey

systems will grow. Opportunities for vendors and the attitudes of both

equipment vendors and independent software vendors towards the single

market are also discussed.

A Complex Structure The "packaged total solutions" market is complex. The report investi-

gates its structure and its size.

Independent software vendors can either deliver their packaged total

solution as a turnkey system, where they take title to the equipment from

the equipment vendor, or as a package of components. In the component

delivery mode, the independent software vendor delivers the standard

application, customization and other related professional services, but not

the equipment and its support. This is delivered by the equipment ven-

dor, who retains title to the equipment

.

For PCs, turnkey is the prime delivery mode for independent software

vendors selling packaged total solutions. For minicomputers, the compo-

nent delivery mode is preferred, where the independent vendor does not

take title to the equipment. In this report, these component or "software

product solutions" are also discussed. The report analyses the major

vendors of these two different, competing delivery modes and how they

interact.

The two major types of turnkey vendor are equipment vendors, and

independent software vendors. Equipment vendors generally sell their

own turnkey systems, and support independent software vendors acting

as value-added resellers (VARs) selling either turnkey systems or soft-

ware products solutions. Most turnkey vendors develop their own appli-

cation software. However, there is a noticeable trend towards licensing

or acquisition of applications software.

Another important dimension of the market is the country of origin of the

vendor. U.S. vendors, both equipment vendors and independents, play a

very different role from the typical European turnkey vendor. Their

geographic coverage is different, as is the equipment base that they use.
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To fully understand the structure of this market, it is essential to under-

stand the equipment base in Europe. This varies significantly from

country to country. In the report, INPUT identifies different patterns of

usage for U.S. and European equipment, as illustrated by Exhibit C. This

report examines these variations, how they have affected the turnkey

market in the past, and what influence they might have in the early 1990s.

In particular, the strength of IBM and Digital in the minicomputer market

place is discussed, and how this affects other vendors.

EXHIBIT C

D
Channel Strategy

Equipment Strengths in the

European Turnkey Market

International

Application Markets

National

Application Markets

Direct and Third-Party Channels

U.S.

Equipment

European

Equipment

Continuing downward pressure on equipment prices and the growing

competitive power of the supermicro is expected to reduce the proportion

that equipment represents in the typical turnkey system. As a result,

equipment vendors are looking more to application software and associ-

ated services from which to maintain their reserve streams and profits.

Most minicomputer vendors have their own turnkey systems. Many also

support VARs. These equipment vendors are faced with the strategic

question of which is the best marketing channel for them to use for

specific equipment and particular market segments as illustrated in

Exhibit D. The report looks at channel strategy for equipment vendors,

their associated VAR programmes, and the resulting potential channel

conflicts.

STWE ©1989 by INPUT. Reproduclion Prohibited. 5
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EXHIBIT D

Equipment Vendor Marketing Channels

Total Control Partial Control Loss of Control

Equipment Only

or Direct Turnkey

Sales (Own sales

force)

Srd-Party Channels

Retaining Title to

Equipment (VARs
selling software

product solutions)

3rd-Party Channels

Passing over Title

to Equipment

(VARs selling

turnkey systems)

The question of channel strategy is a major issue for equipment vendors

for the 1990s. There is a possibility that equipment vendors will be

forced to use their own sales forces, rather than using third-party chan-

nels. For the turnkey market this could have major repercussions. The

report analyses these repercussions and discusses the effects on both the

equipment vendors and the independent vendor.

E
UNIX—Threats and

Opportunities

To add further to the problems facing equipment vendors, UNIX threat-

ens to loosen their control over the minicomputer market even more by

creating a layering between equipment and application software. In the

PC market through MS/DOS, this layering has led to many independent

software vendors selling turnkey systems.

The report looks at whether the same effect will be seen in the minicom-

puter market, and when it might occur. It looks at the attitudes of ven-

dors and users toward UNIX, as Exhibit E illustrates. The report also

discusses the opportunities that UNIX offers the turnkey vendor in pack-

aging and building turnkey systems for the pan-European market.

The report exposes the opportunities that UNIX offers European equip-

ment vendors in competing with the major U.S. equipment vendors such

as IBM and Digital. It explains what actions are necessary, and how
UNIX can offer the possibility to develop more complex total solutions

more economically. It also discusses the considerable cost that major

European turnkey vendors have had in porting their applications to

UNIX.
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User and Vendor Attitudes Towards UNIX

Users

Vendors 80

0 20 40 60 80 100

Percent

(Above results in response to the question: "Do you

see that UNIX is still a long way from being a true

industry-wide standard?")

Total Sample Users: 200 Average Standard Error Users: 2.4%

The 1990s will see significant opportunities for vendors to sell turnkey

systems. The question is which vendors will succeed in grasping them

and in which country. As Exhibit F illustrates the size of the market for

turnkey systems varies significantly from country to country throughout

Europe. The report looks at the trends that are developing, and forecasts

how equipment vendors and independent software vendors are Ukely to

react in the 1990s.

The report discusses the effect of the gradual evolution of a pan-Euro-

pean market on different types and sizes of vendor and on different

market sectors. For some vendors, the move towards a more unified

market in Europe is seen as an opportunity, for others a threat. Recom-

mendations are made for different types of vendors and their sales forces

for the 1990s.

Vendors: 30 Vendors: 7.5%
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Just as the 1980s saw major changes in the PC market, the 1990s could

see the same happening in the minicomputer market. If such changes

occur in the turnkey market, control over specific areas will be crucial to

the success of specific vendors. This report aims to identify what the key

issues will be for the 1990s, and what vendors should do in preparation.

Western European Turnkey Market
by Major Geographic Region, 1989

Total 1989 Market
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